Creating Brand Equity by Leveraging Value Creation and Consumer Commitment in Online Brand Communities: A Conceptual Framework
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Abstract

Advancement in information technologies has created change in our economics as well as in our societies because companies strive to adapt the conditions that prevail in marketplace. In this scenario, marketing professionals are exploring advanced and effective ways to build a strong brand. The research objectives explore the impact of online brand communities on brand equity dimensions through which consumer could achieve commitment and value-creation. While, marketing managers could explore attributes regarding brand perception, information and resource sharing and brand loyalty. A framework is proposed based on the drivers of online brand community and its influence on the dimensions of brand equity. From theoretical perspective, this study contributes to branding literature by exploring strategies for value-creation, brand image and integrated marketing communication. Additionally from marketing perspective, the drivers will guide managers to understand the want and desire of target audience. The building of such online brand communities will raise the return of investment, save marketing cost, enhance consumer loyalty, improving product development and providing circumstances for co-creation. Thus, it will provide ever-lasting consumer-brand relationship and substantial information about consumer behavior.
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1. Introduction

Brand management through the lens of brand-community relationship continues to be common in recent years. The consumer perspective towards brand can be explained as a promise which creates satisfaction through combination of different attributes resulted in a purchase of a product/service (Ambler, 1992). Therefore, it is defined as the process which creates a unique name and perception for a product/service in customer mind by using persistent promotional or marketing activities which develop recognition that differentiate the product/service from competing brand with an aim to attract and engage loyal consumers. The prior branding literature has indicated that state of resonance identifies the highest degree of association between brand and customer (Keller, 2003). In this degree of association consumers is highly loyal and they care about the brand success by connecting themselves with other consumers of same brand. Additionally as consumer care about the brand, it influences the consumer participation and experience that result in increasing recommendations, emotional attachment and relationship building (Ouwersloot, & Odekerken-Schröder, 2008).

Meanwhile, emerging consumption culture has substituted mass production with differentiated goods that are identified with brand names and mass promotions by individual promotion (Muñiz & O’Guinn, 2001). As, brands are spending their valuable resources to capture market share and win consumer trust, this resulted in intense competition and higher marketing cost which affect the prices and target customers (Casalo et al., 2008). To solve such problem, managers need to engage consumer in eternal relationship with brand and other members. Therefore, customer relationship management is considered as prevailing marketing strategy that could solve customer retention and interaction (Morgan & Hunt, 1994; Andersen, 2005). For that reason, interest in this study is originated from the work of Porter et al. (2011) which proposed that to encourage consum with respect to brand-customer relationship should require learning about consumer need and wants. Nowadays, consumer...
decisions are more obsessed with the information provided on internet because people believe the experience of others as product feedback or advice (Kozinets, 2002).

The information and communication Technologies have brought a new pattern for marketing activities which came along with social links and product/service affiliations. These communication activities are vital source for the pursuit of customer relationship management (Andersen, 2005). Many academic scholars and marketing managers are exploring this new field of brand management. Meanwhile, famous brands have created their online brand communities which engage consumer at global level. These communities affect the societal identities and consumer-brand relationship. At first, activities and participation of these brand communities appear as physical and limited to a specific region but social media has changed the paradigm of participation and engagement in a brand community from regional-level to global-level (Wirtz et al., 2013). The dynamics and outcome of online brand community traits have been studied in some extent but examination of consumer behavioral aspects are still missing in analyzing consumer-brand relationship. These behavioral aspects could be valuable for evaluating brand perception and recognition by means of information sources.

The purpose of this study is threefold: firstly, it recognizes those brand equity dimensions that should improve consumer commitment and attachment. Secondly, it explores the online brand communities’ traits which involve learning consumer value proposition and identifying beneficial indicators to attract and engage consumers. Lastly, it investigates competitive behavior and consequences of consumer evaluation through disseminating opinions. We structure this paper by explaining online brand community characteristics and its role in brand management then providing theoretical relationship between drivers of online brand community and brand equity dimensions. After that, we explain a framework with proposed practical and managerial implications.

2. Characteristics of Online Brand Community (OBC)

In marketing literature, the concept of brand communities was initialized from the work of Muniz and O’Guinn (2001) which construe brand community as “a specialized, non-geographically bound community, based on a structured set of social relationships among admirers of a brand” (p. 412). The description of brand community in marketing was taken from sociological perspective in which the composition of a community is blend of mutual social relations and social bonds (Bender, 1978). It is a consumer-centric process; in which the vital factor is consumer participation which considers active engagement of members in brand community activities. The three basic aspects of brand communities were identified by Muniz and O’Guinn (2001) which includes shared consciousness, rituals and traditions and sense of moral responsibility. Afterwards, lot of marketing scholars have identified various ways to analyze the process of online brand communities advancement such as McAleXander et al., (2002) examined the relationship between consumer participation and brand loyalty, Bagozzi and Dholakia (2006) investigated consumer participation in OBCs, and Tsai et al., (2012) explored the OBCs effects on brand equity through exchange process. The contribution of community participation provides brand manager with relevant information about many product attributes that will guide in product development and improvement (Algesheimer et al., 2005). The long-term success of brand community depends on the participation of existing members and components of community that engage new members.

Prior research on brand communities has contributed to the development of consumer knowledge by offline and online brand communities. Matzler et al. (2011) concluded three important factors of brand communities that can be used by marketing managers for strengthening the consumer-brand relationship. Firstly, it is a source of market information (Füller et al., 2008). The information about customers presented desires of target audience and detailed knowledge about product and its usage. Secondly, such brand communities provide a specific market segment contains highly devoted consumers with special marketing desires (Bagozzi & Dholakia, 2002). The highly devoted consumers are best source for product development, co-creation and grassroots marketing campaigns. Thirdly, brand communities are vital for promoting consumer-brand and consumer-consumer relationship because participating in a community creates connection that leads to brand advocates (Algesheimer et al., 2005; Andersen, 2005; Bagozzi & Dholakia, 2006). The brand advocates are consumers that defend the brand and its marketing strategies towards targeted customers.

From the lens of brand communities, there are three fundamental relationships that impact consumer behavior: consumer-brand, consumer-consumer and consumer-community relationship (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). For this study, we focused on all these three relationships: consumer-brand relationship provide us drivers for online brand community participation, consumer-consumer relationship provide the reasons of consumer interaction and participation by supporting one another and consumer-community relationship provide the factors of value creation and commitment. In general, people think online brand communities as consumer bonds but it is far beyond that. By using online brand communities consumer participate in consumption related tasks that serve as
a platform for sharing their information with other members and increasing their expertise in using that product/service (Bagozzi & Dholakia, 2002). An online brand community grows brand loyalty and attachment by supporting members in better utilization of products and its usage.

Previously, the idea of brand communities was to ease the linkage between brand and loyal consumers but with the introduction of social media such communities become globalized and they serve as a medium of marketing communication and consumer engagement. Nowadays, information and communications technologies supported brands to go beyond the horizon of geographical proximity that demanded marketing managers to develop such strategies that can be implemented in a globalized pattern. The online brand community is just one example of such communication channel which allows engagement and participation among members. The online communities construct a bond among members that become their identification for information exchange related to product/service, lead towards community commitment and long-lasting affiliations (Kim et al., 2008).

From company perspective, online brand communities assist companies to capture customer attention by providing platform for sharing knowledge and building relationship (Stokburger-Sauer, 2010). Many international brands have created their official communities that are managed by managers through which they analyze different brand equity dimensions. Fournier et al. (2005) conducted a study in which they described that companies establish their brand communities for building long-term relationship with devoted consumers so that they can create and maintain competitive advantage. With respect to relationship marketing, the key dimension is the communication with target audience. The communication can occur through different sources but involving audience in a marketing campaign is essential for producing more brand involvement and customer loyalty (Bagozzi & Dholakia, 2002). Such relationship techniques are used for brand building and establishing consumer base but the advancement in information and communication technologies changed the paradigm of audience involvement beyond creating loyal customers.

Mostly, online brand communities are created for consumption-related products/services which include leisure, hedonic, cosmetics and technology. These products/services are valuable source for extracting marketing information for future research and development (Kozinets, 2002; Bickart & Shindler, 2001). Moreover, marketing managers can generate precise, more detailed, customized and multidimensional facts about targeted consumer at a very low cost as compared to other marketing research tools (Kozinets, 1999). As consumer are more accessible through social media, so marketing strategies could more concentrate on strengthen the relationship among consumer-brand. On the contrary, Bagozzi & Dholakia (2002) suggested that members of online brand community can be perceived as a market segment with enthusiastic consumers based on their passion and attachment. If we consider them as a separate segment characterized by demographic and attachment, managers could specify suitable and productive marketing communications. This market segment could also be spread positive and effective word of mouth that will create competitive advantage and stronger long-term relationship (Kozinets, 1999). Lastly, online brand communities are vital for increasing loyalty among consumer that generate sales, consumption and engagement of consumer in that product/service (Armstrong & Hagel, 1996). As loyal consumers connect with brand and other members on online communities, they provide ideas to better development and expand the brand image and awareness in the society. Such developments in consumer culture enforce organizations to build their brand communities and approx 50% of top global brands has established their brand communities till 2012 (Manchanda et al., 2012).

3. Theoretical Background

Based on previous literature and discussion on different forums, we summarize the major contribution of authors towards online brand communities literature and practical implications. Yet, the inadequacy of literature regarding preconception of online brand communities and its impact on consumer based brand equity that contribute to building relationship orientation with consumers is a missing link for managers. However, consumer perspective on brand equity contains prominent significance for every organization because it comprises on fundamental dimensions that consumer evaluate for a product/service.

At first, product/service produced by an organization with a brand name might be synonymous for consumers but different marketing activities such as advertising and usage experience generate brand associations that prevail with the passage of time and build brand attachment. The dimensions of brand equity gain their importance when consumers thought brands as indispensable factor and considered it more that a product/service. This creates variation in consumer preferences that effect brand awareness, image and value (Alagoz et al., 2011). The consumer’s desire is to get maximum value from the product and brand because positive experiences about the brand enhance interaction and involvement which fabricate customer-brand relationship (Algesheimer et al., 2010). The study of Thompson & Sinha (2008) suggested that when a consumer develops affiliation with a brand
community, he/she has tendency to actively participate and adopt new products or services offered by that company as compared to competing brands. There are various forms of consumer engagement in an online brand community which includes active participation, providing recommendations, spreading word of mouth and gathering information about product could be summarized as brand loyalty (Algesheimer et al., 2005). Based on these brand equity dimensions, we extract major drivers that influence consumer to participate in an online brand community.

3.1 Drivers of Online Brand Communities (OBC)

To fabricate a successful consumer-brand relationship, OBC provide benefits to the members that act as driver to participate and engage interaction in that brand community. Previous studies identified different motives to participate in an OBC, such as Dholakia et al. (2004) concluded five value perceptions which are purposive, self-discovery, maintaining interpersonal interconnectivity, social enhancement and entertainment value. These motivates engage consumer in an OBC through media. With respect to level of participation, Wang & Fesenmaier (2004) conducted a study which determines four groups of drivers as functional, psychological, social and hedonic drivers. A study conducted by Sicilia & Palazon (2008) explore that members contribute in an OBC based on functional, social and entertainment values. Yen, Hsu, and Huang (2011) suggested three categories of drivers for member’s participation in an OBC which are self-enhancement (includes improvement in reputation and rank), rewards (includes instrumental values) and problem solving support (it includes assisting other members in customizing, using or trouble shooting).

Based on previous literature, we group the OBC traits into four categories based on virtual interactions and brand community motives which includes learning, social, self-esteem and hedonic. The learning driver includes information and knowledge about the product of a brand. When consumer join the OBC, he/she can gain or share communication among members about specific product or brand. The learning drivers refers to informational benefits which help consumer to gather and collect information about the product/brand and instrumental benefits consists on guiding and solving problems regarding product use (Nambisan & Baron, 2009; Yen et al., 2011). Social driver includes benefits that strengthen the member’s participation through its knowledge about the product such as friendship, social enhancement and emotional support. The self-esteem drivers are related to reputation and status that an individual seek in an OBC. The members of an OBC could gain respect and rank by guiding other members or helping new comers in making decisions about product usage (Dholakia et al., 2004; Sicilia & Palazon, 2008). Lastly, the hedonic drivers are related to entertainment that consumer find through joining the brand community or numerous pleasure that consumer seek in OBC. The hedonic drivers motive consumers to participate more and allocate their leisure time in OBC activities (Wang & Fesenmaier, 2004). These drivers influence the consequences of OBC such as value creation and consumer commitment.

3.2 Online Brand Communities Activities

3.2.1 Value Creation

The study of Schau et al. (2009) revealing four types of practices by means of which consumer can fabricate value in an brand community which includes social networking, impression management, community engagement and brand use. Pervious literatures showed that consumers are not only receiving benefits to the firm and the product but also guide in co-productive activities for competitive advantage, factors of engaging consumer, product/process innovation and value creation (ibid).

Based on the work of Schau et al. (2009), we define social networking practices as an attempt to create, enhance and sustain the relationship between the brand community members. These practices emphasize on the similarities and behavior among brand community members. Social networking practices are grouped as welcoming, empathizing and governing. The welcoming practice includes appreciating new members, helping them in learning about brand and building connection with other members. Empathizing practice consist on providing emotional or physical favor to other member and building brand value through WOM marketing or taking part in brand related trials. Governing practice consist on norms of the brand community or behavioral belief of community members. Social networking practices are also confirmed from the literature of Muniz and O’Guinn (2001) which explain the shared consciousness and emotional bong among brand community members.

Usually, community engagement is an attribute through which community provide benefit to the firm and its members by strengthen the relationship between them. With respect to value creation, community engagement practices are mentioned as those practices which boost the members association with brand community (Schau et al., 2009). These practices consist on staking, mile-stoning, badging and documenting influential events such as personal experiences. Community engagement emphasize on creating cohesive behavior in brand community (ibid). It is an activity which gathers all the members of community for a common objective and builds social
capital for community members. Staking involves identifying variation in brand community memberships because different sub-community are created based on common interests. Milestoning practice contains events that generate while consuming or attending different ceremonies of brand. Furthermore, badging practice refer to converting milestone events into different badge for strengthen the brand relationship. Documentation practice includes narrating different events, sharing personal experiences with other members and fabricating special brand moments.

In general, it is purposive behavior through which people try to impact the perception of people in a group about an event or thing. In brand communities, impression management is defined as “activities that have an external, outward focus on creating favorable impressions of the brand, brand enthusiasts and brand community in the social university beyond the brand community” (Schau et al., 2009, p. 34). Thus, impression management practices are grouped as evangelizing practices and justifying practices. The evangelizing practice includes sharing inspiring stories about brand, comparing with other brands and increasing the goodwill. Furthermore, justifying practice includes the attempt to solve problems of new members and outsiders and allocating time for creating activities related to brand promotion. Different impression practices are apparent in previous research literature such as (Kozinets et al., 2001 & Muniz and Schau’s 2005) conclude that consumers are involved activities for attaining higher position in brand community. Similarly, OBC promotes brand name through WOM communication and telling personal perception about brand. By using these practices community members spread the brand beliefs, participate in promoting news about brand and encourage other people to use it. Contrary, these practices are very complex because they are interconnected with brand use and community engagement practices (Kozinets et al., 2010). We consider that these practices are also apparent in OBC and enhance the effectiveness of brand equity.

Brand use practices are concluded by Schau et al. (2009) as the activities that resulted in enhancing and promoting techniques to use of focal brand. It includes practices like grooming, customizing and commoditizing. Brand practices consist on the information shared by one community member to another. In grooming practices, members share attributes regarding caring or optimal use of brand and prepare new community members for active participate in community events. Customizing practice includes brand reshaping based on community or individual needs and modifying the product/service to increase performance and efficiency. Such activities create attraction for brand users to join and participate. Commoditizing practice describe behavior of community members about marketplace. As whole, brand use practices tend to build member’s attitude towards refined and enhanced technique to use the product/brand. In this manner, the information generated by a consumer about a product benefit other consumer in customizing according to their needs/wants. Laroche et al., (2012) concluded that such brand practices are also linked with the emotional aspect of members which build bonding between consumers by information sharing.

3.2.2 Consumer Commitment

To flourish stronger consumer brand relationship commitment towards product/service creates a bond among consumer and their respective communities (Morgan & Hunt 1994). The commitment provides consumer with benefits, involvement and participation in community activities. Moorman et al. (1992) described consumer commitment as “the enduring desire to maintain a valued relationship”. It also indicates an engagement process by which loyal consumers interact with community members. Such affective commitment encourages co-creation and brand trust in a consumer. On the contrary, brand commitment is defined as emotional attachment with the brand because commitment leads for enthusiasm (Fournier, 1998). In the circumstances of online communication, information posted by members and consumer commitment towards its response are prerequisite factors for engaging consumers and improving marketing performance (Ridings et al., 2002). In an OBC, both emotional attachment and relationship is necessary to produce the elements to make an online brand community successful because Kim et al. (2008) suggested that consumer attitude is based on brand trust and recognition. Prior researches have concluded that OBC participation shown a positive and significant impact on community commitment (Casal’o et al., 2008).

3.3 Online Brand Communities Outcomes

3.3.1 Consumer Based Brand Equity (CBBE)

The objective to every organization is to initiate a strong brand that produce significant equity by offering benefits to consumers (Keller, 2001). The perceived benefits raise brand value, loyalty and brand performance. The model of CBBE suggested that consumer hold a dominant power based on what he/she has perceived and heard regarding that brand over period of time (ibid). The consumers are connected to brand by their beliefs, perception and opinion about that product/service. Thus, OBC are considered as a tool for enhancing brand
equity dimensions which resulted due to engagement and participation.

3.3.1.1 Brand Perception

Brand association relates the brand in consciousness of consumer that develop a positive attitude towards the product which is attached with that brand. Brand association has been identified into three groups as: functional, performance-related and imagery-related (Keller, 2001). These brand associations in consumer are created from experience and information collected about product/brand from different sources. Brand performance describes those techniques which seek to meet consumer functional needs and explained as intrinsic properties of a brand/product. Brand perception relies upon the performance of the product which is measured through its reliability and durability. The familiarity with consumer preferences is perceived as an essential success factor for the product (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1996).

Brand image is an outcome of perceptions and association that a product/brand leave in consumer’s mind because it involves all the beliefs that create value and consumer commitment (Alagoz et al., 2011). Nowadays, consumer evaluates product/service based on their brand image rather than the product itself. Alagoz et al. (2011) concluded in their study that brand image is the association of the product/service in consumer’s mind which tends to become a purchasing activity and overall creates brand loyalty. The consumer needs and wants provide information about the desired product/service that information act as brand perception which serves as competitive advantage. Marketing managers design their strategies based on brand perception but obtaining such precise information is a key challenge because after every purchase consumer experience and brand association has shown variation (Lipinski et al., 2011). The basic purpose of social communities is to share information among the members, thus organizations use brand communities for collecting valuable insights about desired product/service. Through brand communities, organization also promotes their product/services and collects information regarding product performance and associations. Moreover, evangelists provide critical feedback to the managers that lead to product development and strengthen consumer-brand relationship. Thus, online brand communities could provide actual information about brand perception that should evolved as a competitive advantage for the organization.

Previous studies about online shopping behavior concluded that higher consumer satisfaction and involvement resulted in higher probability to promote brand image (Li, 2011) because when consumer involved in a purchase process by collection information, experience about the product/brand, this cause effects on satisfaction and brand perception.

3.3.1.2 Brand Loyalty

Brand resonance is described as the depth of the emotional bond between consumer and brand which result actions that arouse from this loyalty (Keller, 2001). The brand relationship is divided into two groups based on intensity and activity. The intensity relationship mentions attitudinal attachment of the consumer and becoming a part of the brand community. The activity relationship describes behavioral loyalty and consumer engagement in brand activities. Due to the advancement in technologies, marketplace becomes a complicated place for organization to compete and communicate with target consumer. As communication medium evolve, it create more complex circumstances for marketing managers to convey their message. Modern technologies influence the behavioral attributes of consumers that shift the desire of a product/service; to fulfill that demand managers require feedback which becomes complex due to the subdivision in the demographic groups.

At present, communication is a two-way process in which consumer acquire more power due to online platforms that provides various means to participate and join marketing activities related to that brand/product (Lipinski et al., 2011). In an online brand community, the important issue is the strength of the relationship between consumer and brand. Thus, organizations thrive to develop a strong bond with consumer by providing various opportunities and platform to participate and engage in brand activities which result in evangelist consumers.

3.3.2 IMC and Relationship Satisfaction

The transformation in information technology has changed the pattern of marketing segmentation and it prepares marketing managers to adopt new marketing communication instruments that engage and facilitate individual consumer (Kotler & Armstrong, 2005). The objective of IMC is to strengthen the effectiveness of marketing communication for target consumers through managing different communication mediums instead of managing every component of marketing management (Yoo, 2009). Meanwhile, the marketing cost incurred by organization call upon those marketing activities that should develop sustainable ever-lasting relationship by using minimal resources (Reid, 2005). The practical implementations of IMC inside the boundaries of OBC provide opportunities for managers to create marketing communication mix which enhance participation and
engagement of members while providing insight information regarding consumer desires.

As, advanced technologies have brought new communication mediums which accredit marketing managers to contact with target consumers by using precise message. With adoption of such technologies, loyal consumers are shifting from traditional channels to more advancement channels that present them a platform to exchange reliable information about preferred brand/product. This process permits managers to collect reliable information through devoted consumers without any extra effort. The IMC context suggests that marketing activities could develop brand image and loyalty by engaging consumer actions with different promotional communications activities. Tremendous advancement in ICT’s has facilitated marketing managers to collect more comprehensive information about consumer as collected before through online brand communities. Integrated information exchange in online brand communities could facilitate managers with consumer insights that might be integrated with brand perception for analyzing new product success and lower the marketing cost related to that.

The online brand communities depict the link of self presentation and relationship satisfaction of a brand because satisfaction is an affective state that produces an outcome of all the dimensions that formulate a relationship (Casalo et al., 2007). Particularly, we focused on affective perspective of relationship satisfaction because with every new interaction at OBC, consumer’s perception is nourished by new information which analyzes the level of satisfaction. With respect to digital media, the research has transformed from “consumer-brand” to “consumer-brand-consumer” which specify that consumption practices provide medium of interaction that increase relationship satisfaction and engage consumer in building brand equity through different means (Schembri, 2008, p. 9). The relationship generated through OBC among consumers or consumer-brand provides a platform to encourage participation and exchange to personal information which led to satisfaction and trust among community members (Spaulding, 2010). Such personal information built a relationship satisfaction that engage consumers in different IMC activities. The interactions at OBC’s derive consumer perception with relation to the benefits he/she want to gain and impact their future participation. Therefore, it is imperative to incorporate IMC and relationship satisfaction as the outcome of online brand community activities.

4. Proposed Framework

We proposed that relationship marketing is important for OBC but managing such communities in an online environment is itself a challenge which requires tailor-made strategies at individual level which suits the brand image (Kapferer, 1997, p. 94). For that reason, consumer information regarding brand perception will be filtered for developing suitable integrated marketing communication which should derive brand loyalty and relationship satisfaction.

There are various theories through which effects of brand communities are studied and explored such as social capital theory (Coleman, 1988), social identity theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1985) and (PSOC) Psychological sense of community (Woisetschläger et al., 2008). Based on our theoretical approach, we will apply psychological sense of community (PSOC) because it analyzes the individual aspects of information exchange among community members with behavioral attributes. Moreover, online brand communities are best suitable option to consumer to engage and build their social relationship and maximize their social capital based on new technologies.

Firstly, drivers of online brand communities obtained from consumer brand relationship provide motivations of consumer’s participation in an OBC. This relationship is moderated by consumer expertise because if an individual is more expert in using online platform, the chance of participation increases. Secondly, the ties between consumer-community relationships investigate the effect of OBC participation on value-creation and consumer commitment. These OBC activities provide insights about CBBE in an OBC. In order to explore CBBE from its constructs, the framework explores brand perception, brand loyalty and relationship satisfaction in OBC environment. These CBBE constructs impact the OBC activates and consumer decision to participate in an OBC. With this intention, we probe dominant drivers of OBC traits and their consequences which influence brand equity and consumer behavior around which the online brand community is developed as shown in Figure 1.
These everlasting consumer relationships provide managers with competitive advantage and originate value creation, commitment and enhance marketing performance and productivity. The consequence of online brand communities could lower marketing costs by switching the burden towards consumer relationship management and integrated marketing communication activities. Through this conceptual model, we can explore features that could lead to strong brand perception and improve brand values. As whole, we can summarize the drivers of online brand communities that influence consumer based brand equity and transform the paradox of consumer behavior.

The consumer expertise acts as moderator which affect the value creation and consumer commitment towards an OBC. It refers to the degree to which a consumer perceives himself/herself to be capable, knowledgeable, qualified and experienced about the product/service (Adjei et al., 2010). Prior studies on OBC suggested that when members exchange information, it lower the doubt about the product/service, despite when they perceive themselves as expert and knowledgeable about the product/service (ibid). It is certain that duration of membership has relationship with the adoption of new product/services because those members who are newcomer have fewer tendencies to adopt new products as compared with long-term members. The research of Thompson & Sinha (2008) concluded that long-term members of a brand community are not expected to participate in activities related to competing brands specially, in adopting a new product/service. Moreover, McAlester et al. (2002) suggested that managers could foster their brand communities by promoting engagement and participation through different marketing communication campaigns. Thus, consumer knowledge about a product/service enhanced the participation in an OBC due to the exchange of information, he/she acquire more value in a specific group with resulted in expert opinions and active engagement.

As we know that famous brand have captured market through different prevailing marketing activities and they have strong loyal customers base. This framework will work as a key for emerging brands to converge their abilities to engage promising consumers based on OBC. These strategic issues could guide academic scholars and practitioners to resolve the challenges in engaging consumers and governing OBCs. From technology perspective, this study investigates the consumer-consumer relationship based on new technologies, consumer expertise and knowledge that enhance the relationship satisfaction and consumer bonding.

5. Conclusion

Based on consumption behavior, branding is a vital aspect of a product/service because it demonstrate various attributes of consumer identity and brought integration among the likeminded consumers in society. It also mention heterogeneity of consumer relationship based on perceived benefits from a product/service. We expected that OBC traits could provide factor for enhancing value creation and commitment in online brand communities. By means of such enrichment in value creation and commitment, it likely to impact brand image, loyalty and power to affect consumer based brand equity.

The drivers of OBC could foster the participation of consumer in a brand community, thus identification of attributes about engagement and consumer brand relationship should develop a mechanism that create an environment which perceive precise capability to determine brand equity dimensions. The information exchange and resource sharing could provide platform for members to guide and assist other members regarding product and its usage. Moreover, it could provide opportunity for managers to promote their marketing activities without incurring any cost and involving devoted consumers. The marketing manager could use this framework for increasing OBC participation and consumer commitment. The drivers of OBC participation could be beneficial
to targeting audience based on which OBC driver motivates them to engage in brand activities.

With regards to communication channels, OBCs could provide consumer insights to managers about the product/service which guide integrated marketing communication to tailor messages for consumer based on their interest and participation. The benefit of this study will raise the return of investment, save marketing cost, enhance consumer loyalty, improving product development and provide circumstances for co-creation. For long-term survival of brand, managers should develop such foundations that foster relationship, commitment and participation in marketing activities. As, traditional CBBE models consider brand perception and brand loyalty in an offline consumer interaction. Future studies should explore the impact of CBBE constructs on drivers of online brand community participation, which could provide a new domain for researcher. To do so, OBCs are important tool to accomplish these tasks with respect to brand equity dimensions. The relationship satisfaction of an online brand community has influence on the consumer’s intention to continue its relationship by re-purchasing, recommendations and posting positive things about the brand or the product. Therefore, this study will strengthen the consumer brand relationship and provide valuable information about consumer behavior.
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